TOKYO: A Japanese bullet train was forced to make an emergency stop yesterday after a reptile slithered beneath the rails. The commuter train struck a brown gecko, which was trying to cross the tracks. The reptile was later found to be an extremely rare species, which is only found in the Hiroshima region. According to the operator, the delay caused by the incident is expected to continue for the next few hours. — Reuters

DONALD WHO? MOST KOREANS DON'T CARE ABOUT US ELECTIONS

Pyongyang has been extremely critical of President Barack Obama's ongoing policy of "strategic patience," which both sides are reportedly willing to end. The policy, which was developed under former President George W. Bush, has been widely criticized by both Koreas as being too lenient. "The Trump administration has made it clear that they are willing to engage with North Korea, but only if the regime is willing to give up its nuclear weapons," said a South Korean foreign ministry official. "We hope that the United States will continue to apply pressure on North Korea to denuclearize." — Reuters
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